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WHOA Spring Mountain Rd Construction Info

Dear Homeowners,

I just wanted to make you aware that at the bottom of our street
(Woodlands Dr) there is a flagger.  Spring Mountain Road is under
construction.  They are working on the manholes today near our
entrance. 

Starting next week, Monday June 7 to 18, from 7am-7pm there will be a
30-minute wait to access Spring Mountain Road and our subdivision. 
Flaggers will be present and a pilot car will need to be followed.  They
will not be taking lunches so it will be a constant stop and go 30
minutes at a time.

They did tell me it would be two weeks of construction, but I would not
be surprised if it lasts longer so just be aware that the time frames
could change. 

Good luck and plan accordingly!

Shauna Enders
President
WHOA 
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